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Following the MAREX kick-off in November 2015 in
Hanoi and Hoa Binh Province, the visit of a topranking delegation from Vietnam was a further
milestone of the project. A group of 12 Vietnamese
researchers, politicians, executive officers and
entrepreneurs came to Dresden to exchange
experiences and to present first project results. It
was led by Mrs. Cu Viet Ha, Deputy Chief of the
Department of Planning and General Affairs in the
Ministry of Science and Technology, Mr. Bui Van
Khanh, Vice-Chairman of the People’s Committee of Fig 1 Participants of the MAREX workshop (photo:
Hoa Binh Province, and Prof. Dr. Pham Ngoc Ho, Vigh/IOER)
Director of the Institute of Environment and
Automation (IEA) in Hanoi.
The workshop was hosted by the Leibniz Institute of Ecological Urban and Regional Development
(IOER) under the direction of Prof. Dr. Bernhard Müller. All German project partners, namely the
Technical Universities Dresden and Dortmund as well as C&E Consulting and Engineering Company
from Chemnitz contributed to the event in different ways. Dr. Lothar Mennicken represented the
Ministry of Education and Research, which is
the sponsor of the German project activities.
Before going into detail of an outstanding
workshop week, we would like to highlight
the main results: Firstly, we could bring
together the German and the Vietnamese
MAREX approach in a better way. Secondly,
there was documented progress in the main
fields of research: the monitoring of mining
activities and its environmental impacts, the
implementation of cleaner production
technologies, the introduction of methods of
material flow analysis in Vietnam and the
establishment of a cooperation platform in
the field of aggregates mining. Last but not
least, both sides constituted the ‘MAREX
Alliance’ proclaiming the cooperation of all
Fig 2 Memorandum about the constitution of the MAREX Alliance
actors
involved in the extraction of
(extract)
aggregates (sand, gavel, stone) towards a
sustainable extractive industry in Hoa Binh Province.
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On Monday, 27th June 2016, after the opening meeting in
the Leibniz Institute, the highlight was the welcoming
reception in the Saxon State Ministry of Economy, Labor
and Transport. The presentation of Mr. Heymann was
addressed to the Vietnamese guests to give them an
impression of the mining sector in Saxony, the
administrative structures to manage the extraction of raw
materials in a sustainable way, and the instruments to
safeguard the security of local supply of mineral
resources. It became obvious that Saxony is looking back
at more than 800 years of mining. The Saxon mining Fig 3 Welcoming reception in the Saxon State
administration in Freiberg, later called the ‘Oberbergamt’, Ministry of Economy, Labor and Transport (photo:
Wirth/IOER)
is the oldest in the world. Therefore, the experiences
regarding the handling of mineral resources are comprehensive and manifold.
The German MAREX kick-off conference on Tuesday, 28th June 2016, was the main event from the
scientific point of view. 35 participants attended the one-day conference “Extraction of raw materials
for the building industry (stone, gravel, sand): Challenges for environmental planning in Vietnam and
Germany” taking part in the Leibniz Institute. The meeting consisted of two main parts. The first part
reflected the research background and the state of work in MAREX. According to the modular structure
of the project, German and Vietnamese researchers contributed each with four presentations about
the topics on monitoring, cleaner production, material
flows and cooperation. In a second part, three external
expert presentations enriched the conference with
additional information. Kathrin Brömme and Harro Stolpe
(Ruhr University Bochum) reported about stakeholder
communication in post-mining development using the
example of coal mining in the Quang Ninh Province in
Vietnam. Bernhard Cramer, the president of the Saxon
Upper Mining Authority (‘Oberbergamt’), spoke about
the well-developed pit and quarry industry in Saxony
including the legal basics and the implementation of law.
Fig 4 Prof. Bernhard Müller, Director of the IOER
Furthermore, Justus Wulff, who is working as advisor for
(center), in discussion with Prof. Bernhard Cramer,
Saxon Upper Mining Authority (r), and Justus Wulff, legal recommendations at the German non-governmental
BUND, in a conference break (photo: Minh/IOER)
organization BUND reported on the tasks and the
involvement of non-state environmental associations in licensing procedures.
Wednesday, the 29th June 2016 was reserved for a field
trip to two quarries, organized by Dr. Klaus-Dieter Oswald
and Dr. Wolfgang Riedel/C&E Chemnitz. The first location
was the Ostrauer Kalkwerke GmbH in central Saxony,
producing dolomite – a variety of limestone. The
excursion group was welcomed by Dr. Ulrich Horn, the
managing director of the company. We could visit the pit
and get an impression of the used technology with drilling
and blasting facilities and truck transport. The dolomite
pit is producing about 300.000 tons of material per year,
mainly used for roadworks, landscape construction and to Fig 5 Dolomite pit in Ostrau; Kalkwerke Ostrau
GmbH (photo: Riedel/C&E)
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produce fertilizer used in agriculture. The deposit can be used further hundred years when the output
continuous in the same way.
The second site visit was conducted at the BHW
Basaltwerk Mittelherwigsdorf oHG in eastern Saxony,
close to the Polish and Czech borders. The company is
specialized in basalt products for the construction
industry like crushed rock, gravel and grit. The production
process was explained by Mr. Härtel, the operation
manager of the pit. The mineral extraction is also based
on drilling and blasting technology. Annual output is
300.000 to 500.000 tons. Reserves are available for
further 15 years. Some members of the Vietnamese
Fig 6 Basalt quarry in Mittelherwigsdorf/Lausitz
delegation were highly interested in the drilling schemes
(photo: Riedel/C&E)
presents by the operation manager. A reclamation plan is
showing the situation of the quarry in the end phase of extraction. It is planned to shape a wetland
area in the remaining hole and to green the terraces.
Thursday, 30th June 2016, was the second excursion
day. The topic was on the recultivation of former
lignite mining areas in eastern Saxony and southern
Brandenburg and, in fact, on the economic
transformation of the Lausitz region following the
end of mining. The group visited the active lignite
mine Welzow Süd, the area of the International
Building Exhibition in Großräschen from 2000 to
2010, the fast developing tourism destination at
Geierswalde Lake, the Sorno canal with the new
visitor tower, and the new city harbor in Fig 7 MAREX group in the new city harbor, situated at the
Senftenberg. Mr. Karsten Feucht, the local tour water-filled mine in Senftenberg (photo: Vigh/IOER)
operator, explained that based on systematic
rehabilitation investment, the former mining landscape is being transformed into a tourism
destination. Performing an approach connecting mining rehabilitation and regional economic
development measures, the main goal is to connect the emerging lakes by navigable canals and to
attract attention by outstanding projects as visited in the course of the day.

Fig 8 The proclamation of the MAREX Alliance is signed;
LTR: Mr. Duong Thanh Binh, Prof. Dr. Bernhard Müller,
Mrs. Cu Viet Ha, Prof. Dr. Pham Ngoc Ho, Mr. Bui Van
Khanh (photo: Vigh/IOER)
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Friday, 1st July 2016, was the last workshop day. It
served for summarizing the week and planning the
next steps. In the final meeting, the members of the
German and the Vietnamese MAREX team
expressed that the workshop contributed to a closer
understanding of the researchers as well as between
the researches and the practitioners. The German
group announced the next research stay in Vietnam
in November 2016. Finally, after five days of
intensive knowledge exchange the MAREX Alliance
was proclaimed (see above).
Dr. Peter Wirth/IOER

